
Workflow for ordering and returning a pressure mattress 

Keystone Healthcare Supplies (KHS) top up pressure mattress consignment stock 

 

Ward request a Coziny 100 pressure mattress (Butterfly and Rosella only) 

 

 

 

 

 

KHS delivers pressure 
mattresses to BioMedical 

Engineering (BME)
BME test the pumps

BME log a CARPS task 
(Mattress Air (other)) for 

collect from BME and 
deliver to bed pool

PSA action the CARPS task 
and attend BME to collect 

the pressure mattress

PSA deliver to Bed Pool (B1) and 
put away in the allocated 

pressure mattress consignment 
stock area on the correct shelf 

(Coziny 100, 200, 300 or Virtuoso 
Full Mattress Replacement)

Ward log onto KHS portal and 
"use consignment" to locate 
correct product (Coziny 100 

pressure mattress), completing 
the required details, noting the 

last 5 digits of the Serial Number

Ward to log a CARPS task 
(Mattress Air CZY100 (Rosella & 

Butterfly)). Ward enter the 
required fields including UR #, bed 

#, Patient Name, enter Serial 
Number from portal into 

comments section

PSA action the CARPS task 
and attend Bed Pool (B1) 
and collect the required 

mattress from the 
pressure mattress 

consignment stock area.

PSA must ensure they 
note the serial number 

when selecting the 
required Coziny 100

PSA take the correct 
pressure mattress to the 
required ward and bed # 

notifying the ward 
clerk/AUM that the 

Mattress has arrived

Ward (nurse) to set up the 
pressure mattress in the 
radiant warmer/isolette



Workflow for ordering and returning a pressure mattress 

Ward request a Coziny 200 pressure mattress  

 

Ward request a Coziny 300 pressure mattress 

 

 

Ward log onto KHS portal and 
"use consignment" to locate 
correct product (Coziny 200 

pressure mattress), completing 
the required details, noting the 

last 5 digits of the Serial Number

Ward to log a CARPS task 
(Mattress Air CZY200). Ward 

enter the required fields including 
UR #, bed #, Patient Name, enter 
Serial Number from portal into 

comments section

PSA action the CARPS task 
and attend Bed Pool (B1) 
and collect the required 

mattress from the 
pressure mattress 

consignment stock area.

PSA must ensure they 
note the serial number 

when selecting the 
required Coziny 200

PSA take the correct 
pressure mattress to the 
required ward and bed # 

notifying the ward 
clerk/AUM that the 

Mattress has arrived

Ward (nurse) to set up the 
pressure mattress in the 

radiant 
warmer/isolette/cot

Ward log onto KHS portal and 
"use consignment" to locate 
correct product (Coziny 300 

pressure mattress), completing 
the required details, noting the 

last 5 digits of the Serial Number

Ward to log a CARPS task 
(Mattress Air CZY300). Ward 

enter the required fields including 
UR #, bed #, Patient Name, enter 
Serial Number from portal into 

comments section

PSA action the CARPS task 
and attend Bed Pool (B1) 
and collect the required 

mattress from the 
pressure mattress 

consignment stock area.

PSA must ensure they 
note the serial number 

when selecting the 
required Coziny 300

PSA take the correct 
pressure mattress to the 
required ward and bed # 

notifying the ward 
clerk/AUM that the 

Mattress has arrived

Ward (nurse) to set up the 
pressure mattress in the 

cot or bed (PICU only)



Workflow for ordering and returning a pressure mattress 

Ward request a Centrius full mattress replacement or Overlay 

 

Ward “end” pressure mattress consignment and request collection of use/dirty pressure mattress 

 

Ward log onto KHS portal and 
"use consignment" to locate 
correct product (Centrius full 

mattress replacement or 
Overlay), completing the 

required details, noting the last 
5 digits of the Serial Number

Ward to log a CARPS task 
(Mattress Air Centrius Large -

Bed Type). Ward enter the 
required fields including UR #, 

bed #, Patient Name, enter 
Serial Number from portal into 

comments section

PSA action the CARPS task 
and attend Bed Pool (B1) 
and collect the required 

mattress from the pressure 
mattress consignment stock 

area.

PSA must ensure they note 
the serial number when 
selecting the required 
Centrius Full Mattress 

Replacement or overlay

PSA take the correct 
pressure mattress to the 
required ward and bed # 

notifying the ward 
clerk/AUM that the 

Mattress has arrived

Ward (nurse) to set up 
the pressure mattress on 

the bed

Ward sign into KHS portal 
and end hire of relevant 

used/dirty pressure 
mattress

Ward log a CARPS task 
(Mattress Air (Other)), 

completing the required 
collection location and 
delivery location (Air 

Mattress Dirty Cage B1) and 
enter the serial number in the 

comments

PSA action the CARPS task 
and attend the relevant ward 
to collect the used mattress 

from the allocated 
location/ward clerk desk.

PSA should ensure they 
collect the mattress with the 
relevant bag. Red bag = full 

size mattress. Blue bag = cot 
size mattress

PSA to take the pressure 
mattress to the "pressure 

mattress dirty cage" located 
in the B1 carpark near bed 

pool and place on shelf.

KHS driver to collect 
used/dirty pressure 
mattress from B1 

"pressure mattress dirty 
cage"


